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Abstract
Background: Recurrent pregnancy loss is defined as having the experience of three or more repeated pregnancy
losses. Despite numerous studies, RPL etiology remains unclear; in this respect, many etiological factors have been
thoroughly investigated. However, the contribution of male factors in RPL at the sperm aneuploidy has rarely been
examined. The aim of the current study is to assess the existence of autosome and sex chromosome aneuploidy in
sperm of men with history of recurrent pregnancy loss. In this prospective study, 50 men with a history of recurrent
pregnancy loss were included as case group and 15 men with normal sperm analysis, without abortion history and
with at least one child were included as control group. Two- and three-color fluorescence in situ hybridization
technique was used for screening aneuploidy in 13, 18, 21, X, and Y chromosomes.
Results: Overall, the comparison of sperm aneuploidies in sex and autosome chromosomes (13, 21, 18) between
case and control groups showed that chromosomal abnormality was significantly increased in men with RPL than
men without history of RPL. Among all examined cells, about 18.28% nullisomy, 6.48% disomy, and 0.06% trisomy
were observed. As well, two cells with XXYY and one cell with XXXY karyotype were observed. Among the analyzed
chromosomes, the prevalence of nullisomy of chromosome 13 was higher than other studied chromosomes.
Conclusion: The results suggest the implication of sperm chromosomal abnormalities in recurrent pregnancy loss.
Clinical application of FISH-based screening test is recommended for investigating sperm aneuploidy in RPL cases
to counsel couples for making informed decision.
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Background
Recurrent pregnancy loss (RPL) is defined as having an
experience of three or more repeated abortions [1]. It is
estimated that between 0.5 and 3% of couples of reproductive age experience RPL [2]. RPL is a condition of
great concern, firstly because of high prevalence, and
secondly because of unknown etiology. Despite numerous studies, its cause remains unknown and the presence
of a specific etiology cannot recommend a definitive
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diagnosis of cause. Six of the most important risk factors
associated with RPL include genetic, endocrine, infectious, anatomical uterine defects, immunological, and
idiopathic [1]. Regular gynecological examination in couples with RPL includes endocrinology, immunological,
anatomical tests and blood karyotyping of both partner.
On the other hand, clinical evaluation of couples with
RPL is challenged by the unanswered question as “why
some couples have abortions with a higher risk of
chromosomal abnormalities than others” [2]. According
to cytogenetic studies, aneuploidies are the most frequent chromosomal abnormalities in first-trimester miscarriages [1, 3]. It is estimated that aneuploidies in germ
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cells are responsible for 50–80% of embryonic mortality
in mammals and particularly, aneuploidies have been associated with male and female infertility and recurrent
pregnancy loss [4]. Despite the important role of genetics in abortion, most couples with RPL present a normal
karyotype (as 46XX and 46XY) and in most cases, the
etiology remains mysterious [2]. Since the majority of
aneuploidies in embryos result from meiotic nondisjunction during oogenesis and spermatogenesis in parents,
somatic cell karyotyping cannot suffice [1, 3]. Formerly,
oocyte chromosomal constitutions have been studied
well and showed a high fraction of aneuploidy caused by
meiosis errors in oogenesis [1]. Though a few studies
have reported high incidence of sperm aneuploidy in
couples with a history of RPL [1, 5–7], the rate of
chromosomal abnormalities in sperm of these men has
been underestimated. Therefore, a recent line of research has been performed to investigate sperm aneuploidy frequency in couples with RPL with normal or
abnormal sperm parameters together with a normal
karyotype [8]. The main aim of this study is to evaluate
sperm chromosomal abnormalities in couples with the
history of unexplained recurrent abortion [7].

Methods
Patients

In the case/RPL group, only male partners of couples
with history of RPL with normal karyotypes on peripheral blood were selected. After rejecting the endocrine
(FSH, LH, TSH), immune (cardiolipins, antinuclear antibodies), and anatomical (hysterosalpiogram) causes of
RPL in female partners, they were included in study. Inclusion criteria in normal group were no history of abortion in female partners, normal semen analysis in male
partner and having at least one child [7]. We excluded
men with known causes of infertility such as AZF microdeletions in Y-chromosome or 47; XXY karyotype, because they are infertile, naturally. According to the
mentioned criteria, a total of 50 semen samples from
male partners of couples with at least two previous abortions as case group and 15 semen samples from normozoospermic men as control group for comparison were
included in this study. The mean age of patients and
control population ranges between 25 and 55 years. Informed consent was obtained from all participants in
this study.
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2010 guidelines for semen analysis, motility < 40% and
count < 15 million sperm/cc and morphology < 4 were
considered abnormal [9]. For FISH technique, 1 cc fresh
specimens was washed tow times in 1× phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) and once in 2× saline sodium citrate (SSC). At the end of each step, the specimens were
centrifuged at room temperature at 200 g for 10 min
and the supernatant was discarded. Then, the specimens
were washed in 1 cc carnoy solution {methanol/acetic
acid (3:1)}. Finally, the specimens were fixed on precleaned slides and then used for next step in the FISH
technique [9].
FISH assay

After slide preparation, the slides were pretreated in 2×
SSC for 2 min in 37 °C. Slides were then incubated for
10 min at 37 °C with pepsin solution (0.1 mg = ml) in
0.01 M HCl for enzymatic cytoplasm digestion. Each
slide was immersed in a series of pre-hybridization solutions including 1× PBS for 3 min, 10% formaldehyde
plus MgCl2 for 3 min and again 1× PBS for 3 min. Finally, the slides were dipped into a 70%, 85%, and 100%
ethanol series each for 1 minute and air dried. The
probes were applied directly to the slides covered with a
coverslip and sealed with rubber cement and then codenatured at 75 °C for 5 min. Overnight hybridization of
probes occurred in the ThermoBrithe at 37 °C. After
that, the slides were washed in 0.4× SSC/0.3% Tween 20
at 78 °C for 2 min and then in 2× SSC/0.1% Tween 20 at
room temperature for 1 min. The slides were dehydrated
in ethanol series, air dried and 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) counterstain were added, last of all.
Three-color FISH for chromosomes (18, X, and Y) and
two-color FISH for chromosomes 13 and 21 were used
to detect aneuploidies in mentioned chromosomes.
FAST FISH prenatal Enumeration Probe Kit from the
cytocell company (catalog no. REF LPF001-30) was used.
The slides were analyzed using an Olympus fluorescence
microscope BX61 (C Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with
the appropriate set of filters including single band DAPI,
FITC, Texas Red, and Aqua. Each nucleus was to be
scored by two analysts according a general guideline for
scoring a single signal. Also, Applied Spectral Imaging
(ASI) software was used to capture an image of the nucleus and signals related to applied probes [8, 10].
Statistical analysis

Sperm processing and analysis

Semen samples were taken by masturbation after 2–5
days of sexual abstinence. The collected samples in each
group were divided into two sections, one for semen
analysis and evaluating sperm parameters and another
for examining sperm aneuploidies by fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) technique. According to the WHO

The data were categorized and presented in frequencies
and percentages, when more than 25% of table cells having a frequency of less than 5%. Chi-square test was used
for statistical analysis. In tables which data frequency
has a smaller amount, Fisher exact test with less power
was used. Comparisons of frequency data between
groups, such as fertilization and developmental rates,
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were performed using chi-square tests by the SPSS software (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version
20.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). p value < 0.05 was
considered as statistical significance.

Result
As shown in Table 1, the average abortion rate for men
who entered the study is 3 ± 1.161. Average male age
was 36.73 and 34.26 years in control and case group, respectively. Although the sperm motility of the RPL men
did not show any significant difference compared to the
control group, the count and morphology of sperm were
significantly different between the two groups (p < 0.05).
Aneuploidy screening include haploid, nullisomy, disomy, and trisomy for RPL patients (n = 50) and control
group (n = 15) are shown in Table 2. Efficiency of denaturation and hybridization were in all cases higher
than 99%. Totally, 2500 spermatozoa were screened for
chromosomes 13, 18, 21, X, and Y in each group. Aneuploidy in these chromosomes was screened because they
are prevalent, also able to reach the term. In control
group (Table 2), totally 132 cells (5.2%) were abnormal,
including 106 nullisomy and 26 disomy. Abnormalities
were detected in (41%) of analyzed cells in RPL men
with normal semen and (50.6%) of cells in RPL men with
abnormal semen. Total chromosome aneuploidy was significantly increased (P < 0.0001) in men with RPL compared to those in control group. However, aneuploidy
rates were not increased significantly in RPL men with
abnormal semen compared to RPL men with normal
semen with the exception of aneuploidy in chromosomes 21 (Fig. 1). Among all examined cells, about
18.28% nullisomy, 6.48% disomy, and 0.06% trisomy
were observed. Furthermore, two cells with XXYY and
one cell with XXXY karyotype were observed (Table 2).
Moreover, the findings showed that the highest prevalence abnormality belongs to chromosome 21, also that
nullisomy is the most common type of aneuploidy in
sperm. In Fig. 2, a number of FISH results are shown.
Investigating the effect of age on the rate of chromosomal abnormalities showed that the most of the aneuploidies in both group were observed in the age group of
Table 1 Baseline characteristics of men with recurrent
pregnancy loss (RPL) and normal men
Men whit RPL
(n = 50)

Control
(n = 15)

p value

Age

34.26 ± 5.252

36.73 ± 5.45

0.11

Average of RPL

3 ± 1.161

0

0.0001

Morph

4.66 ± 2.134

6.26 ± 2.18

0.016

Motility

42.36 ± 11.21

43.80 ± 8.45

0.077

Count

85.70 ± 39.18

110.98 ± 40.34

0.016

Semen analysis
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35–39 years. Maximum aneuploidies in the age group of
35–39 years were 31.851% and 53.65% in RPL men and
normospermic men, respectively (Table 3).

Discussion
Today, considering the significance of IVF or intra cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in male infertility treatment, access to normal sperm for micro-manipulation
and investigating causes of failure has become more important [11]. Standard clinical investigations of the male
partner of couples with a history of RPL have involved
only semen analysis and most practical clinical genetic
testing is currently limited to peripheral blood karyotyping and Y-chromosome microdeletion analysis [7, 9, 11,
12]. However, direct sperm nucleus analysis considering
chromosomal abnormalities has not yet been carried
out. Chromosome abnormalities could occur de novo in
the germ cell line during spermatogenesis [13]. Therefore, a normal blood karyotype is not representative of
sperm chromosomal makeup. Previous meiotic studies
revealed that part of chromosomal abnormalities in testicular biopsies could occur during meiotic nondisjunction [14] or because of an abnormal testicular environment [7, 15] during spermatogenesis [1, 16]. Hence,
sperm aneuploidy screening of RPL male partner is of
great interest to judge about their chromosomal
constitution.
Routine sperm analysis is more based on morphologic
criteria rather than identifying genetic abnormalities
such as aneuploidy. Previous studies have shown increasing rate of sperm aneuploidy in men with spermatogenic impairment [17–19], men with infertility [20,
21] and in couples with a history of RPL. Unfortunately,
men with normal semen analysis and RPL/IVF failure
are not usually counseled and recommended to do supplemented genetic tests. It is important to note that the
frequency of aneuploidy may be high, even in men with
normal semen analysis [9, 22]. Our findings showed significant difference between normal morphology and the
rate of chromosomal aneuploidies in sperm. Hence,
more than 50% of all sperm with normal morphology
showed aneuploidies in one of investigated chromosomes (Table 4).
Direct evaluation of chromosomal abnormalities in
sperm of couples with RPL has been performed by
multicolor FISH technique. According to our findings,
41% of normospermic men in RPL group showed abnormalities in the examined chromosomes. Former study of
sperm chromosomal constitution of zona-free hamster
egg by karyotyping did not demonstrate any difference
for sperm aneuploidies between RPL and control [23].
However, recently, few studies have revealed a considerable increase in aneuploidies in sperm of couples with
RPL or abortion following the IVF/ICSI procedure [1, 5,
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Table 2 Frequency of aneuploidy in men with RPL and normospermic men according to each chromosome and aneuploidy type
p value

Sperm FISH results
Men with RPL

Control

N (%)

0.0001

With normal semen

With abnormal semen

Normal semen

No. of analyzed sperm

1600(100%)

900(100%)

2500

5000(100%)

Number of haploid

944 (59%)

444 (49.33)

2368 (94.72%)

3756(75.12%)

Nullisomy

460(28.75%)

348(38.66%)

106 (4.24%)

914(18.28%)

0.0001

13

194(12.125%)

118(13.11%)

51(2.04%)

18

92(5.75%)

61(6.77%)

6(0.24%)

21

85(5.312%)

115(12.77%)

37(1.48%)

Sex

89(5.562%)

54(6%)

12(0.48%)

Disomy

194(12.125%)

104(11.55%)

26(1.04%)

324 (6.48%)

0.0001

13

51(3.187%)

24(2.66%)

8(0.32%)

18

16(1%)

12(1.33%)

6(0.24%)

21

66(4.125%)

23(2.55%)

4(0.16%)

Sex

61(3.812%)

45(5%)

8(0.32%)

Trisomy

0

3(0.33%)

0

3 (0.06%)

0.0001

13

0

1(0.11%)

0

18

0

1(0.11%)

0

21

0

1(0.11%)

0

Others

2(0.125%)

1(0.11%)

0

Total abnormal

656 (41%)

456 (50.67%)

132 (5.28%)

24]. Unfortunately, these countless studies and our work
have investigated a limited number of chromosomes, i.e.,
13, 18, 21, X, and Y. A more comprehensive genetic investigation of sperm may reveal more abnormalities affecting the incidence of RPL. Previous studies have
found that chromosomal breaks and acentric fragments
are significantly higher in RPL patients [23]. An animal
study has demonstrated paternally transmitted

3(0.06%)

chromosomal abnormalities in mouse zygote to be associated with embryonic loss [25]. Two other studies have
shown that transmission of chromosomal abnormalities
from sperm results in sex chromosome nullisomy in one
case and aneuploidy of chromosome 15 in another case,
respectively in offspring [7, 26, 27].
Considering the fact that we observed increase of aneuploidy in both autosomal and sex chromosomes, it is

Fig. 1 Comparison of aneuploidy by each chromosome in men with RPL normal SA, abnormal SA, and normospermic men. *Significant
difference between RPL men with normal and abnormal semen was shown just according aneuploidy in chromosome 21 (p < 0.05). **But
aneuploidies in all investigated chromosomes were significantly different between two RPL groups comparing to control group (p < 0.0001). RPL:
recurrent pregnancy loss; N.SA: normal semen analysis; Ab.SA: abnormal semen analysis; Chr: chromosome
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Fig. 2 Examples of sperm fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) showed under a fluorescence microscope. Clockwise from top left: a normal
sperm, b normal sperm, c Abnormal sperm with normal chromosome 18 and XY, d Sperm with normal chromosome 21 and nullisomy13, e
Sperm with chromosome13 and 21 disomy, f Sperm with chromosome x and 18 disomy, g Sperm with normal chromosome 13 and nullisomy
21, h Sperm with normal chromosome 18 and nullisomy sex, i Sperm with chromosome XX, YY

predicted that the meiotic recombination errors in
sperm would involve equally and randomly all chromosomes. Therefore, in the sperm of men with Klinefelter
syndrome, increase in disomy of chromosome 21 has
been reported. It is known that a significant increase in
disomy and nullisomy of 13, 18, 21, and XY chromosomes in spermatozoa will lead to trisomic and monosomic offspring [9, 28].
Our findings, along with similar results, support the
role of sperm aneuploidy and generally, genetic etiology

of sperm in the RPL. However, the existence of toxic
factors for sperm and spermatogenesis, also maternal
contribution, should not be completely ignored [29].
FISH-based diagnosis is the technique of choice for analysis of limited number of chromosome including common chromosomal abnormalities of sperms in order to
improve the efficiency of in vitro fertilization (IVF), also
in the management of couples with RPL [29]. Detection
of specific chromosomal abnormalities in sperm would
help to make informed reproductive choices. Couples
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Table 3 The effect of paternal age on frequency of chromosomal aneuploidy in sperm
RPL group

Control group

Age

Number of analyzed sperms

% chromosomal aneuploidy

25–29

500

23.097%

30–34

750

30.303%

35–39

850

31.851%

40≤

400

14.747%

Total

2500

100%(1112)

25–29

165

0%

30–34

665

17.07%

35–39

835

53.65%

40≤

835

29.26%

Total

2500

100%(132)

with history of RPL and repeated IVF failure (RIF)
should be counseled concerning treatment and diagnostic strategies, such as using sperm donation or preimplantation genetic screening/diagnosis to help the
transfer of normal embryo and consequently decrease
abortions [30, 31] .

Conclusions
Since the introduction of FISH technique, it has been
commonly integrated into the diagnosis, screening, and
treatment of the infertility and RPL/RIF. Although
sperm FISH tests is available and relatively simple,
multicolor FISH requires experience and skill to increase
its facility and validity. Clinical application of FISHbased tests may be decreased due to weaknesses such as
high cost, technician timing, and the limited number of
chromosomes studied in each round.
However, FISH can detect the rate of aneuploidy in
different samples including ejaculated, epididymal, and
testicular sperm for diagnostic purposes in male infertility. Clinically, results from this screening tool can be
used in genetic counseling of couples suffering from
Table 4 Comparison of FISH result in men with normal and
abnormal strict morphology
Semen analysis

Normal
morphology
(%)

FISH result
Chromosom13

Chromosom18

Chromosom21

Chromosome sex

Abnormal
morphology
(%)

Normal

86

14

Abnormal

75.4

24.6

Normal

86.3

13.7

Abnormal

65.9

34.1

Normal

85.4

14.6

Abnormal

74.5

25.5

Normal

85.8

14.2

Abnormal

70.4

29.6

male factor infertility and RPL/RIF to make informed
decision concerning their ART cycles.
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